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Cooking with cast iron skilletsâ€¦ a timeless and delicious family tradition Everything tastes better

when it is cooked in a cast iron skillet! We all remember when our mothers or grandmothers used to

make those memorable meals using those big, heavy, black skillets. We can still imagine and

almost taste those perfectly spiced dishes. Well, cast iron cookware is still around! They are so

durable that they are almost always passed down from one generation to the other, as are the

recipes they used. This cookbook holds not only amazing timeless recipes, but also instructions on

how to cook with your cast iron skillet. You can use it on the stove top, on the grill, and of course, in

the oven. You can even bring it along for your next camping trip and make some delicious corn

bread, breakfast skillets, hamburgers, and so much more! Cast iron skillets are the most versatile

pans in your kitchen. You can cook any food you can think of in it. And it will taste like nothing else,

a real taste of home-cooked meal Inside this book, youâ€™ll find: â€¢ Timeless use of cast iron

cooking â€¢ How to season a new cast iron skillet â€¢ The health benefits of using cast iron

cookware â€¢ The maintenance of cast iron skillets â€¢ The versatility of using cast iron skillets and

cooking techniques Youâ€™ll also find unique recipes to cook with your cask iron skillets. They

include: â€¢ Mouth-watering breakfast recipes like the Farm House Breakfast â€¢ Irresistible poultry

dishes like the Turkey Pot Pie â€¢ Delicious beef entrÃ©es like the Classic Cast Iron Beef Roast â€¢

Easy and delectable pork recipes like the Grilled Pork Quesadillas â€¢ Memorable seafood and fish

like the Pecan Fried Catfish â€¢ Unique vegetarian meals like the Pasta and Green Torte â€¢ And

yes, desserts to satisfy your sweet tooth with recipes like the Chocolate Chip Dutch Baby
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This book has really shed a whole new light on cooking with cast iron. I have always preferred to

cook on cast iron. I found the maintenance and cooking tips to be really beneficial. Great addition to

my cookbook collection.

I love this cookbook! I've been cooking for many years and have rarely used my cast iron skillet for

anything besides cornbread. I've heard over and over that using a cast iron skillet is a great way to

cook, but I just never did it. I found this book and decided it was time to branch out from cornbread

only.I made hash browns for dinner tonight using my cast iron skillet and the recipe from this book

and for the first time ever, I didn't burn them. They came out perfectly. Incidentally, this recipe was

far better than your typical browned potato recipe - it had herbs and garlic in it and it was divine!Pork

chops and pepper jelly sauce is my next recipe to try - that will be Sunday supper. Can't wait to

taste it.The recipes in this book are creative and comforting. There are plenty of good things in this

book to cook that will keep your cast iron skillet busy for many meals to come.

I really enjoyed this book and am quite shocked at everything you can cook in your cast iron skillet!

Great selection of recipes, thanks!

This a well written book a inspiration book on cooking. It provide people interesting in cast iron

cooking, new and innovative ideas to prepare amazing home cooked meals -- breakfast, entrees,

and even desserts and also desserts, which are delicious when cooked in a cast iron skillet.

I have a lot of passion for cooking with my array of tools, gadgets and special pans, so it was a nice

surprise to get this book all about cooking with cast iron. They do require special care and when you

know how to use them, they can make familiar dishes really stand out in texture, flavor and

nutritional value. This book is an excellent resource and a great guide to learn to bring out the very

best of your skillets!

Cooking with cast iron has been around since the 5th century BC and is thought to have been

invented in Ancient China. Seasoning your skillet is very important when it starts to look rusty or

dull. Many great recipes beginning with breakfast and ending with desserts. Two of my favorites are

Pecan Fried Catfish and Mushroom Pork Chops.



I love the presentation of the recipes, with the ingredients and the directions; very useful for

someone new to cooking in cast iron skillet like myself. It gave me all the information I needed and

I'm really glad that found it. The recipes in this book are very easy to follow so I found it very useful

and enjoyable as well.

I do have a cast iron skillet that I use for everything from toasting my bread to baking in the oven.

This book made me realize that I have not been taking care of it. There are great tips that you can

use. The recipes are varied and easy to cook.
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